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Abstract

Minimally conscious state (MCS) is a neurological syn-
drome in which the patient shows signs of partial conscious-
ness after having emerged from unresponsive wakefulness
syndrome (UWS), which itself follows a state of coma. Dis-
tinguishing between MCS and UWS is complex and has ma-
jor impact on the clinical management and prognosis of
affected patients. Research on disorders of consciousness
(DoC) has revealed that (1) visual pursuit, i.e. the ability
of a patient to track a moving stimulus, is one of the most
decisive clinical signs for establishing the MCS/UWS dis-
tinction, and that (2) the most effective moving stimulus for
visual pursuit assessment is a mirror where the patient can
see his/her own face. In clinical practice, while this guid-
ance is widely followed, the visual pursuit ability is typically
assessed on the basis of the clinician’s opinion only, i.e. in
a subjective thus biased manner. In this paper, we present a
new system using cameras and computer vision techniques,
which helps clinicians to objectify the assessment of visual
pursuit. Our system is specifically designed to work with
the moving mirror stimulus in order to follow the recom-
mended, well-established clinical setup. We validate our
system on healthy control subjects and give preliminary re-
sults obtained with DoC patients.

1. Introduction

Appropriate clinical management and accurate diagnosis
and prognosis of patients with disorders of consciousness
(DoC), e.g. coma due to a severe brain injury, constitute a
complex task that has engaged the efforts of medical doc-

tors and researchers in neuroscience for many decades (go-
ing back to the mid-1960s [11]). Coma patients may evolve
into so-called unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (UWS,
previously called vegetative state) [6], then into so-called
minimally conscious state (MCS) [2], where they show be-
havioral evidence of partial consciousness. The distinction
between MCS and UWS can be very challenging to make,
yet it is especially crucial since proper care of MCS patients
can lead in some cases to full recovery of consciousness [8].

In clinical practice, the demonstration of self or envi-
ronmental awareness required for MCS diagnosis – and
not for UWS diagnosis – is made through the assessment
of a number of reproducible cognitively mediated behav-
iors, e.g. purposeful behaviors, which are clearly distin-
guishable from reflexive activity. To this end, several as-
sessment scales for post-comatose states have been de-
signed. One of the most popular and widely used one is
the JFK Coma Recovery Scale–Revised (CRS-R) [3]. The
CRS-R is divided into several assessment subscales (audi-
tory function, motor function, visual function, etc.), and in-
corporates in its visual function subscale the assessment of
visual pursuit, i.e. of pursuit eye movement in direct re-
sponse to a moving stimulus. Indeed, visual pursuit is a
strong behavioral marker that, if present, is sufficient to di-
agnose MCS and discard UWS [2].

In order to create the moving visual stimulus neces-
sary to assess visual pursuit, the CRS-R Administration and
Scoring Manual (available from the authors of the CRS-R
by request) recommends to clinicians to move a hand mir-
ror in multiple trials right in front of the patient’s face so
that he/she might follow his/her own reflection. Following
this recommendation, the use of this autoreferential stimu-
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lus was shown to be consistently more reliable for declar-
ing visual pursuit in MCS patients in comparison with other
stimuli, e.g. a moving person, with which some MCS pa-
tients showed no pursuit at all even though they were actu-
ally able to follow a moving mirror [16]. This result was
also confirmed in [13], with additional insight being given
on the influence of the mirror trajectories chosen during the
clinical assessment procedure.

While the research on visual pursuit assessment for MCS
diagnosis has provided clinicians with precise and mean-
ingful guidelines, this assessment in practice only relies on
subjective categorical estimates made by the clinician about
the eye tracking ability of the patient. Indeed, the end re-
sult of visual pursuit assessment consists of a “follows”
or “does not follow” statement with no further details and
based solely on the personal decision of the clinician doing
the assessment. These estimates can obviously be biased
and impact the overall MCS diagnosis. For such a sensi-
tive task, objective and quantitative measures are desirable
as additional information that can be used by the clinician
to refine the outcome of the assessment.

In this paper, we present a new, complete system to as-
sist clinicians in the assessment of visual pursuit for MCS
diagnosis, which we designed in collaboration with DoC
experts. While letting the clinician perform the assessment
procedure in the recommended manner, i.e. by means of the
moving mirror stimulus, our system works alongside using
cameras and computer vision techniques to produce a con-
tinuous confidence score about the ability of the subject to
follow the moving mirror. More specifically, our system
tracks the mirror held by the clinician as well as the sub-
ject’s pupil, then performs a correlation analysis on the ob-
tained trajectories to give an objective measure of the visual
pursuit ability. During the whole procedure, no changes are
required in the posture and behavior of either the clinician
or the patient as compared to visual pursuit assessment per-
formed without the proposed system.

Our system contributes in two very useful ways to the
task of visual pursuit assessment for MCS diagnosis. First,
it helps clinicians enhance their subjective assessment of vi-
sual pursuit by providing an informative and fine-grained
objective score relative to this assessment. Second, it
does so while preserving the established clinical procedure
which was validated as optimal and is widely used in clin-
ical practice. To our knowledge and according to DoC ex-
perts, our system is the first to have both of these important
characteristics. An earlier study – the closest to our work –
used off-the-shelf eye tracking technology and visual stim-
uli displayed on a computer monitor to quantitatively as-
sess visual pursuit by on- and off-target fixation statistics
[14, 15]. In comparison to our system, this earlier system
exhibits two weaknesses: (1) it does not – and cannot as
it stands – conform to the recommended practice of using

Figure 1. Overview of our system.

a mirror, and uses suboptimal stimuli instead [16, 13]; (2)
it necessitates extra subject participation by requiring pa-
tients to be seated in order to face the monitor displaying
the stimuli, a collaborative behavior which is often unfeasi-
ble in clinical practice and necessarily leads to the exclusion
of some patients from such assessment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes our system, notably the computer vision tech-
niques used. Section 3 presents the experimental results ob-
tained with our system tested on a set of healthy control
subjects, as well as preliminary experimental results with
DoC patients. Section 4 concludes.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. System Overview

Figure 1 depicts our complete system. The image ac-
quisition part of the system consists of a lightweight head-
mounted device (Fig. 2) with two cameras that we refer to
as the eye camera and the scene camera. The eye cam-
era captures close-up grayscale near-infrared frontal images
of the eye of interest (left or right, easily adjustable when
needed) at 240x160 pixel resolution and 120 frames per
second (FPS). We use here infrared illuminator and sensor,
and a beam splitter that is placed in front of the eye and
is reflective in the infrared and transparent in the visible to
not disturb the subject’s vision. The scene camera captures
grayscale images of the scene as observed by the subject at
752x480 pixel resolution and 30 FPS. It uses an ultra wide
angle fish eye lens with a horizontal field of view of 185° in
order to cover the normal human field of vision and to en-
sure that the hand mirror presented by the clinician to the



Figure 2. The head-mounted device for the acquisition part of our
system. The beam splitter can be raised in order to safely put the
device on (left). It is then lowered to enable the capture of close-up
frontal images of the eye (right).

subject is also visible by the scene camera.
The eye and scene cameras are connected to a laptop and

provide video data to two distinct tracking modules specific
to each camera (Fig. 1). One module extracts the 2D po-
sition of the pupil in the image reference frame of the eye
camera (Sect. 2.2). The other module extracts the 3D po-
sition of the hand mirror in the 3D reference frame of the
scene camera (Sect. 2.3). A third module filters the synchro-
nized pupil and mirror positions coming from the tracking
modules and estimates the correlation between the filtered
trajectories (Sect. 2.4). The system outputs a continuous
measure of the ability of the subject to follow the hand mir-
ror moved by the clinician; this measure can be interpreted
as a confidence score for the presence of visual pursuit. The
video data for an assessment session can be recorded on the
laptop hard drive. We used this feature to create our experi-
mental evaluation dataset (Sect. 3.3).

2.2. Pupil Detection and Tracking

Video-based eye detection and tracking is a thoroughly
studied computer vision problem, due to its many, some-
times challenging applications [4]. In our application, the
task is to detect and track the 2D center of the pupil in the
images from the eye camera of our system (Sect. 2.1), which
removes many difficulties that can occur with other acquis-
tion devices. Indeed, our eye camera is head-mounted and
captures in the infrared, which almost completely removes
variations in viewpoint and illumination, respectively (inter-
subject variations of iris and pupil pixel intensities in partic-
ular). It also captures close-up images of the eye alone with
a pupil diameter of at least 20 pixels, and the frontal view-
point makes the pupil appear approximately circular most
of the time. The method we propose for pupil detection and
tracking is fairly simple because of these advantages offered
by our acquisition system.

To detect the pupil center in an image frame Ik, we first
remove the few specular reflections by inpainting the very
bright areas in Ik, which are detected by adaptive thresh-
olding (using the mean of each pixel’s neighborhood), fol-
lowed by morphological closing. Then, we use a series of
synthetic circular concentric iris/pupil templates of varying
iris radii and pupil-to-iris ratios to compute a series of corre-
lation images of these templates with Ik. If the largest value
of a correlation image does not cross an empirical threshold
value, this correlation image is discarded. If all correlation
images are discarded, detection is tried again on the next
image frame Ik+1. If there remains at least one correlation
image, we define the coordinates of the pupil center ck to
be the x and y median values of the pixel positions corre-
sponding to the largest values in the remaining correlation
images. For further use during tracking, we also define the
template T0 as a circular region of Ik centered at ck. The
radius r0 of T0 is set to be the median value of the iris radii
in the synthetic templates corresponding to the remaining
correlation images.

To robustly track the pupil center in an image frame Ik,
we use a template matching approach based on the tem-
plate update strategy proposed in [9], which was designed
to prevent object drift. Namely, we perform two sequential
searches within Ik. The first search is made with an up-
dated template Tk, within a small region around the previ-
ous pupil center ck−1 (extracted from Ik−1); the best match
of this search gives us the provisional pupil center ck at
frame Ik. The second search is then made within a small
region around ck, with the template T0 obtained at the time
of detection; the best match of this second search gives us
c∗k, a possible drift correction to ck. The drift correction is
applied, i.e. ck := c∗k, if ||c∗k − ck|| ≤ ε, where ε is a small
empirical threshold. The template Tk is continuously up-
dated during tracking according to the following rule: (1) if
||c∗k−1 − ck−1|| ≤ ε, then Tk := Ik−1(ck−1, r0), where the
notation I(c, r) denotes the circular region of I centered at
c with radius r; (2) if ||c∗k − ck|| > ε, then no update is
made to the template.

Blinking or prolonged eye closure causes a temporary
absence of the pupil in the image, which may cause the
tracking to fail. We tackle this issue by requiring that, dur-
ing tracking, the best match of the first search (made within
the image Ik using the updated template Tk) crosses a em-
pirical threshold value. If not, the tracking is stopped and
we perform pupil center detection in subsequent frames to
try re-initiating the tracking. Our method for pupil center
detection and tracking performs well on our data, as can be
seen in Fig. 3.

2.3. Mirror Tracking

In contrast with the problem of tracking the center of the
pupil, the problem of tracking a hand-held mirror is not a



Figure 3. Snapshots of a video taken with the eye camera of our
system (Sect. 2.1), with superimposed results obtained with our
method for 2D pupil tracking.

customary problem. In fact, we have not found a single
paper addressing this issue in detail. We believe that our
approach is innovative. Tracking the non-reflective parts
of such a mirror, i.e. its frame, is similar to the problem
of tracking 3D rigid objects in 2D images, which can be
solved by calling upon different approaches, e.g. fiducial-
based tracking, model-based tracking, Interest point-based
methods, etc. [7]. However, a hand mirror is mostly a re-
flective surface, and the reflected patterns in the image in-
directly contain information about its 3D pose. Our method
for tracking a hand mirror in 3D from 2D images is a model-
based tracking method, namely 3D shape model registration
by 2D template matching (based on the Lucas-Kanade algo-
rithm [1]), which further incorporates constraints relative to
the mirror plane by exploiting the patterns reflected by the
mirror.

The 3D shape model S = {X1, . . . ,Xn} is a collec-
tion of n evenly and densely distributed 3D points lying
on the frame surface part that is visible by the camera
when the mirror is in a frontal reference pose, with ro-
tation and translation {R0, t0}. Our projection model is
the perspective camera model, which transforms a 3D point
Xi = [Xi Yi Zi]

> into its 2D projection xi = [xi yi]
> in

the image plane, via

xi = K (RXi + t), K =

fx 0 cx
0 fy cy
0 0 1

 , (1)

where R and t represent the rotation and translation in 3D,
respectively, and K is the calibration matrix with camera in-
trinsic parameters fx, fy (focal lengths in the x and y axes)
and cx, cy (coordinates of the center of camera), determined
via a prior calibration procedure. In our application, the fish
eye lens of the scene camera produces strong radial distor-
tion, and calibration must therefore also involve the estima-
tion of the distortion coefficients. Tracking is done on an
image with the distortion removed.

The template T is a 2D image of the mirror frame,

also given a priori. The relationship between the template
T and the shape model S is so that the domain of T is
{ui = K(R0Xi + t0) ∀i ∈ [1 . . . n]}, i.e. it corresponds to
the projection – with the perspective model in Eq. 1 – of the
mirror frame in the reference pose {R0, t0}. For ease of ex-
planation here, we present the template T as being constant.
In practice it is actually augmented with linear variation al-
lowing for global camera gain and exposure bias.

Using the shape model S, the perspective model and
the template T , we can define the first term of the objec-
tive function that we will minimize in order to retrieve the
mirror pose {R, t} from an image I . This term is a ro-
bust M-estimator of the residuals between the image and
the template, given a pose {R, t} :

E(I,R, t) =

n∑
i

ρ(I(K (RXi + t))− T (ui)), (2)

where ρ is the Huber loss function [1], which down-
weights residuals that are likely to come from an occlusion,
e.g. the hand of the clinician.

To express the constraints about the reflective surface
plane, we use a method inspired from [12], where it was
shown how the pose of a camera can be estimated provided
that the rigid motion between a number of virtual views
induced by planar mirror reflections is known. Our case
is simplified by the assumption that the mirror pose and,
therefore, its plane normal nk−1 and scalar Euclidean dis-
tance to the origin dk−1 are known a priori at frame Ik−1.
We also make two other assumptions, namely, (1) that the
scene camera is fixed, and (2) that the 3D environment being
reflected by the mirror is mostly static between two consec-
utive frames. The differences between the projected reflec-
tions in two consecutive frames Ik−1 and Ik can be thought
of as coming from the change of viewpoint of a virtual
camera of center C∗k−1 = 2dk−1nk−1, which is symmet-
ric to the real camera of center C = 0 with respect to the
moving mirror plane. To retrieve the corresponding virtual
camera rotation R∗k and translation t∗k, we use the essen-
tial matrix method [5], which exploits the known calibra-
tion matrix K and an estimated fundamental matrix Fk em-
bodying the epipolar geometry that explains the image cor-
respondences between the projected reflections in frames
Ik−1 and Ik. From the new virtual camera center, obtained
by C∗k = R∗kC

∗
k−1 + t∗k, the estimation of the new mirror

plane normal is nk = C∗k / ||C∗k||, with Euclidean distance
to the origin dk = −〈nk,C

∗
k / 2〉. Incorporating a regu-

larizing term that penalizes the distance of the 3D points of
the shape model S to this plane, the complete minimization
problem for finding the mirror pose {Rk, tk} at frame Ik is
therefore

argmin
R,t

E(Ik,R, t) + C

n∑
i

(〈RXi + t,nk〉+ dk)
2, (3)



Figure 4. Snapshots of a video taken with the scene camera of our
system (Sect. 2.1), with superimposed results obtained with our
method for 3D planar mirror tracking.

where E(Ik,R, t) comes from Eq. 2, and C is an empirical
constant multiplier balancing the soft constraint. After a
coarse initialization of the mirror pose at the beginning of
a scene video, the Gauss-Newton algorithm derived from
the optimization problem in Eq. 3 continuously extracts the
3D pose of the mirror robustly in the presence of extreme
projective deformation, clutter, and occlusions. Figure 4
illustrates the effectiveness of our approach.

2.4. Trajectory Correlation

The continuous extractions of the 2D image positions of
the pupil and the (X , Y ) spatial positions of the mirror lead
to two trajectories, which are similar in the presence of vi-
sual pursuit. Because the tracking modules were designed
to be robust, they do not output strong outliers, and we can
efficiently remove statistical noise and inaccuracies using
Kalman filtering [17]. The two trajectories are defined in
reference frames that share the same orientation – the eye
and scene cameras are aligned with each other – but have
different origins and scales in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections. We can therefore expect the relationship between
the 2D pupil and mirror positions to be linear in case of
visual pursuit. We use the sample Pearson correlation coef-
ficient [10] to quantify this linearity. We found empirically
that it is better to quantify the linearity separately in each of
the horizontal and vertical directions and then to average the
results. We also ignore results with negative correlations if
any. Denoting by x̂ and ŷ the samples of the filtered x and y
image positions of the pupil, and by X̂ and Ŷ the samples of
the filtered X and Y spatial positions of the mirror, and by
rab the Pearson correlation coefficient between two samples
a and b, the confidence score is calculated as follows:

max(rx̂X̂ , 0) + max(rŷŶ , 0)

2
. (4)

Its values are in [0, 1]. As an example, Fig. 5 shows the
evolution of the confidence score as the pupil and mirror
trajectories are extracted over a positive visual pursuit test.

3. Experimental Evaluation
3.1. Subjects

For the experimental evaluation of our system, we en-
rolled 23 control subjects and five chronic DoC patients.
The control subjects were healthy volunteers between the
age of 23 and 48 years, 13 of which were male. None of
those control subjects was ever diagnosed with visual im-
pairment or consciousness disorder. The patients were en-
rolled with the consent of their families. Two of these pa-
tients were diagnosed with UWS and three with MCS, ac-
cording to the CRS-R and other standard diagnostic crite-
ria [2, 6]. In particular, results of CRS-R evaluations made
before our experiments showed that the three MCS patients
considered here were able to perform visual pursuit (accord-
ing to the criteria described in Sect. 3.2).

3.2. Clinical Procedure

In all our experiments, the visual pursuit assessment pro-
cedure was performed by a skilled clinician who used the
moving mirror stimulus according to the CRS-R protocol,
as described next. First, the clinician holds a hand mirror at
about 15 centimeters right in front of the subject’s face and
verbally encourages the subject to fixate the mirror (this last
point was subject to modifications in some experiments, see
Sect. 3.3). Then, the clinician moves the mirror slowly at
45 degrees to the right and left of the vertical midline of
the subject’s face, and 45 degrees above and below his/her
horizontal midline. This must be done while keeping the
mirror at a constant distance from the subject’s face and en-
suring that the subject might follow his/her own reflection.
The exact order of these four movements is to be chosen
by the clinician; in our experiments, the clinician aimed at
making them as random as possible in order to avoid eval-
uation bias. The above series of four movements is then
repeated so that a total of eight visual pursuit trials, two in
each direction, are performed. The presence of visual pur-
suit is declared by the clinician if the subject follows the
mirror for 45 degrees without loss of fixation, on at least
two occasions in any direction.

3.3. Experiments

The experiments with the control subjects were all con-
ducted in the same laboratory environment, while the ex-
periments with the patients were conducted in their respec-
tive rooms in a hospital environment. The control subjects
were seated casually, while the patients could lie in bed in
their favorite, most comfortable position. For the control
subjects as well as for the patients, the head-mounted de-
vice (Sect 2.1) was placed by the clinician on the subject
prior to the actual visual pursuit assessment procedure. The
laptop connected to the eye and scene cameras of the head-
mounted device was placed on a table nearby, out of view
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Figure 5. Time-lapse image sequence of a visual pursuit test with a positive outcome, illustrating the production of the pupil and mirror
trajectories, along with the derived confidence score. The trajectories are drawn in fading green to visualize the progress in time (the
brighter the green is, the more recently the trajectory point was extracted). The pupil and mirror trajectories look similar because of the
presence of visual pursuit; this is corroborated by the evolution of the confidence score which quickly reaches a value close to 1.

of the subject being tested. These preparatory steps are very
simple and performed within a few seconds.

After the preparatory steps were made for a subject
(either control or patient) the clinician performed the vi-
sual pursuit assessment procedure as described in Sect. 3.2,
while our system simultaneously recorded the eye and scene
videos corresponding to this assessment. These videos were
later processed off-line to output a confidence score for the
presence of visual pursuit in the tested subject (Sect. 2).
These experimental sessions were performed once for each
of the 23 control subjects and each of the five patients.

In order to test the sensitivity of our system to the eye be-
havior, we conducted additional experiments with the con-
trol subjects. For 17 of them, we organized another session
where they were verbally encouraged by the clinician to fo-
cus their gaze on a fixed point and not to try following the
moving mirror. Also, for 10 of the control subjects, we or-
ganized another session where they were verbally encour-
aged to perform random eye movements and to ignore as
best as possible the moving mirror. The general experimen-
tal setup remained unchanged for these additional experi-
ments.

Our experimental data is therefore divided into four
groups of subjects: 23 control subjects who were encour-
aged to follow the moving mirror (CS1), 17 control subjects
who were encouraged to keep a fixed gaze (CS2), 10 con-
trol subjects who were encouraged to do random eye move-
ments (CS3), and five DoC patients who were encouraged
to follow the moving mirror (DoC), including three MCS
and two UWS.

3.4. Results

Figure 6a presents, as box plots, the distributions of the
confidence score obtained with our system for the groups of
control subjects (Sect. 3.3). For the CS1 group, instructed

to follow the mirror, the median score is 0.92, the maximum
score is 0.96, and the minimum score is 0.79, which is the
only outlier of the group. For the CS2 group, instructed to
keep a fixed gaze, the median score is 0.01, the minimum
score is 0.0, and the maximum score is 0.25, which is the
only outlier of the group. For the CS3 group, instructed to
perform random eye movements, the median and minimum
scores are both 0.0 and the maximum score is 0.31, which is
the only outlier of the group. Overall, the confidence scores
for the control subject groups are as expected, according to
the instructions given by the clinician, i.e. close to the max-
imal value of 1.0 for CS1 and close to the minimal value of
0.0 for CS2 and CS3. After visual inspection of the videos
corresponding to the outliers in groups CS2 and CS3, we
observed that those subjects had difficulties to ignore the
moving mirror, showing brief, self-restrained intentions to
follow it. On the other hand, the outlier subject in group
CS1 performed a visual pursuit with pronounced saccadic
eye movements, for an unknown reason.

Figure 7 shows the time evolution, over the visual pursuit
assessment procedure, of the average confidence score for
each of the three groups of control subjects CS1, CS2 and
CS3. This figure shows that the confidence score quickly
discriminates between pursuit and no pursuit in the exper-
iments designed with the healthy subjects. Indeed, the av-
erage score reaches above 0.9 for the CS1 group who was
instructed to follow the mirror, and below 0.1 for the CS2
and CS3 groups when barely half of the total assessment
procedure has been performed.

Figure 6b shows the preliminary results obtained with
our system for the group of DoC patients. The two UWS
patients had a score of 0.03 and 0.07, respectively, and the
clinician confirmed that those patients showed no presence
of visual pursuit. The three MCS patients had a score of
0.41, 0.49, and 0.7, respectively, and the clinician declared
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Figure 6. Confidence scores obtained with our system. (a) Box
plots of the score distributions for the control subject groups. (b)
Scores obtained for the group of five DoC patients.

visual pursuit for the three of them. Interestingly, before be-
ing communicated our system’s result for the MCS patient
with a score of 0.41, the clinician commented that she had
first been hesitant to declare visual pursuit for this patient.
This confirms the usefulness of a system such as the one we
propose here. Indeed, a confidence score of 0.41 with our
system allows the clinician to clear the doubts associated
with a purely subjective assessment.

4. Conclusions

Accurate diagnosis of MCS is a challenging, yet cru-
cial task, as MCS patients might recover consciousness pro-
vided they are given appropriate clinical management. Be-
cause the subtle behavioral markers subjectively assessed in
clinical practice are inevitably subject to experimental bias,
clinicians and researchers working in the field of disorders
of consciousness, and eventually patients, can greatly ben-
efit from objective assisting systems. We believe that the
new system presented in this work is a step forward in that
direction. Using cameras and computer vision techniques,
it provides an objective score of confidence for the presence
of the important marker that is visual pursuit, as additional
insight for the clinician who can use it to enhance his/her
own assessment. Furthermore, it does so while conforming
to the recommended and validated practice of using a hand
mirror to create the moving visual stimulus. Through ex-
perimental results with healthy control subjects, we showed
that our system is accurate and reliable in a laboratory envi-
ronment. The preliminary experimental results with UWS
and MCS patients suggest that our system can be used in a
hospital environment with benefits. In future work, we plan
to provide a clinical validation of our system by testing it
with a large group of MCS patients.
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Figure 7. Time evolution, over the assessment procedure, of the
confidence scores in the control subject groups. The eight green
vertical dashed lines correspond to the approximate moments
when the clinician reaches the peak of a trial mirror movement.
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